
1

year / month

Expected or Cumulative
Degree Discipline                            Institution Registration in the actual date on average

title research program which you will
obtain the degree

year / month

IDENTITY OF THE APPLICANT

PROJECT TITLE

  Surname  Given name  Citizenship

  Status in Canada                          Applied for permanent resident status?               McGill ID (if known)
  Visa (Study or Work Permit)

Yes       No

University studies
Indicate all university studies, completed or uncompleted

UNIVERSITY RECORD

ADDRESS

         

    

Mailing address Permanent address (Must be outside Canada)
No., street, apt. No., street, apt.

City  Province/State                     City  Province/State

Postal code/ZIP         Country                  Postal code/ZIP              Country

Telephone (incl. area and country code) 

            Postdoctoral   
                   Pre-selection Form
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                            pour étudiants étrangers (PBEEE)

        

 *If necessary, the proposed title may be modified at a later date. (If selected, a French translation will be required)

Already at McGill?
 Yes
 No
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Name of candidate McGill ID

DOCTORAL THESIS
Indicate the title of your doctoral thesis, how far advanced you are with your research, and the connection between your
thesis subject and your postdoctoral fellowship research project, where applicable (maximum half a page).

Indicate all completed, uncompleted, and current university studies, if any. Also indicate research training such as postdoctoral
research or fellowships, as well as training in creative fields. Saved information is automatically sorted by reverse chronological
order.

UNIVERSITY TRAINING

Date of enrolment Projected or real date
Title of Discipline Institution in the program the degree was/will

degree or of year / month be obtained/end
training of program

year / month

NO APPENDICES ACCEPTED.
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EXPERIENCE AND ACHIEVEMENTS (maximum three pages)
A) EXPERIENCE : (e.g.: research assistant, teaching assistant, lecturer, etc.)

B) SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS: list your main publications and other contributions to research based on the below
categories. Specify whether you are the first author or a co-author:

: - Articles published in journals with an editorial team (RAC)
Original edited articles
- Published books (LIV)
As author or editor
- Contributions to a collective work (chapters in a book) (COC)
Chapters written as a guest contributor
- Articles accepted for journals with an editorial team (ART)
Enclose letters of acceptation.
- Proceedings (CAC)
Collective works from conferences or symposia – Peer-reviewed or unreviewed chapters (e.g.: Proceedings of the
New York Academy of Sciences)
- Conferences with review (COF)
Communications evaluated by a peer committee. Use an asterisk to indicate the author who gave the presentation.
- Patents (BRE)
Filed or accepted patents – Indicate the numbers and the country where the patent is valid.
- Individual creative or performance activities (CRE) or group creative or performance activities (GRO)/
individual or collective literary or artistic works
Examples: novel, short story, poetry, film, video, visual art, booklet, record, sound design, artist book, collection,
exhibition catalogue, etc.
- Other achievements (AUT) (articles submitted, research reports, technology transfer, scientific outreach,
etc.)
Attach acknowledgements of receipt for submitted articles.

C) CAREER TRAJECTORY: Show the relevance of your experience and scientific achievements for the proposed
postdoctoral fellowship research project.

D) SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES OBTAINED

E) OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION: Include any information relevant to evaluation of the application, and, where
applicable, give details as to the circumstances that delayed your training or education (work, part-time studies, sick
leave, parental leave, etc).
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EXPERIENCE AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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Name of candidate McGill ID

 EXPERIENCE AND ACHIEVEMENTS (continued)
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EXPERIENCE AND ACHIEVEMENTS (continued and end)

NO APPENDICES ACCEPTED.
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Clearly describe your research project and specify the following in the order given: a) issues; b) theoretical approach; c)
goals; d) methodology or process used (maximum two pages). Avoid using abbreviations.

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH PROJECT

a) Issues
b) Theoretical approach
c) Goals
d) Methodology or process used
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Name of candidate McGill ID

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH (continued and end)

NO APPENDICES ACCEPTED.
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Name of candidate McGill ID

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Indicate three to five relevant publications (maximum half a page).

EXPECTED SPIN-OFFS
Show the importance of the research project, specify its contribution to the development of knowledge, and justify your
choice of research environment (maximum half a page).

NO APPENDICES ACCEPTED.



IDENTIFICATION OF REFEREES  Identify the two people you have asked to complete a Referee Report..

REFEREE REFEREE
Name Name

Affiliation

SURNAME GIVEN NAME

Address

Tel.

Fax

Email

Affiliation

Address

Tel.

Fax

Email

STATEMENT I declare that the letters of reference are transmitted to McGill University as received from referees and that, 
to the best of my knowledge, the information in this application and attachments is true and no material fact has been withheld.

Date (dd/mm/yyyy)
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